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Your Pool. Our Reputation. 

For more than 40 years, Polaris 

has been the #1 selling pressure 

pool cleaner in the world. With its 

iconic 3-wheel design, this visionary 

class of pool cleaners has become 

the benchmark against which all 

others are measured. Focused on 

premium quality engineering, rugged 

construction, and performance that 

is second to none, Polaris pool 

cleaners are built to last and are 

proven to clean where others can’t.



Inground Pressure-Side  
Pool Cleaners

P39

280 360 P38



Powerful Vacuum Performance 
for a Cleaner, Clearer Pool
With the most vacuum power of any cleaner, the Polaris P39 supplements 
the pool’s filtration system by circulating an additional 40 gallons of 
water per minute through its filter bag to distribute clean, filtered water 
throughout all areas of the pool. The result is more even temperature 
throughout the pool, and a cleaner, clearer body of water in less time. 

NEW

Legendary Performance 
All-wheel PosiDrive system 
with durable stainless steel 
drive chain delivers 50% more 
torque for quicker cleaning, 
better maneuverability and 
climbing, and fewer hang-ups.

Incomparable Convenience
Dual chamber zippered 
SuperBag picks up and stores 
more debris for easier and 
less frequent cleaning.

Unmatched Power
Powered by a booster 
pump, the Polaris P39’s 
large unobstructed vacuum 
inlet is perfect for picking up 
leaves, pebbles and acorns.

P39

Extreme Sweeping
The Polaris P39 includes TailSweep 

PRO for enhanced sweeping action 

that blows debris out of corners and 

hard-to-reach places and eliminates 

spraying outside the pool for no more 

wet walkways and windows.
Enables 50% more flow for ultimate sweeping action

3
EXTRA
SWEEP HOSE SCRUBBERS

+
TailSweep PRO®

BONUS



The Benefits of a Polaris®  Pressure Cleaner

P39 P38 360 280
Venturi Jets 3 Jets 3 Jets 3 Jets 2 Jets
Vacuum Inlet 2 ½" 2 ¼" 2 ¼" 2 ¼"
Requires Booster 
Pump

Yes Yes No Yes

Drive Mechanism All-Wheel PosiDrive with 
Stainless Steel Chain 

All-Wheel Belt Drive All-Wheel Belt Drive Shaft Drive

Tires WideTrax® Classic, Black Classic Classic
Auto Back-Up Yes Yes Yes Yes
Debris Bag Dual Chamber SuperBag Single Chamber Single Chamber Single Chamber 
Pool Type Inground Inground Inground Inground
Pool Surfaces All Pool Surfaces All Pool Surfaces All Pool Surfaces All Pool Surfaces
TailSweep PRO® 
Compatibility

Included Yes Yes Yes

Sweep Hose Scrubbers 1 included plus 
3 BONUS scrubbers

1 included plus 
3 BONUS scrubbers

1 1

Booster  
Pump Power
Be sure your Polaris pressure pool cleaner 
operates at optimal performance with a 
Polaris booster pump. The all new Polaris 
PB4-60 Booster Pump provides maximum 
power, so your cleaner can pick up even 
the largest debris, while circulating clean, 
warm water throughout all areas of the pool. 

NEW & IMPROVED!

Reduces Maintenance 
Sweeps and scrubs the bottom 
and walls of any size or shape pool. 
Captures debris before it reaches the 
pump basket and filter, reducing filter 
cleaning up to 80%, thus prolonging 
the life of the filter. 

 

A Healthier Pool 
Independent booster pump operation 
keeps the skimmer free to remove 
surface debris and contaminants for a 
cleaner, healthier swimming experience. 
Sweep hose cleans tight corners and 
steps where other cleaners can’t.

Maximizes Circulation  
& Heating
Enhances the swimming experience, 
providing a clearer body of water by 
returning clean filtered water throughout 
all areas of the pool. Disperses warm 
water during the heating process to the 
depths of the pool.

Polaris PB4-60 Booster Pump
• Energy-efficient pump operates on  

low flow filter pumps 

• Best pump to power your Polaris  
pool cleaner

• Improved hydraulic design for optimal 
performance and efficiency


